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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we describe an approach to recognizing location from camera-equipped mobile devices
using image-based web search. This is an image-based deixis capable of pointing at a distant location
away from the user's current location. We demonstrate our approach on an application allowing
users to browse web pages matching the image of a nearby location. Common image search metrics
can match images captured with a camera-equipped mobile device to images found on the World
Wide Web. The users can recognize the location if those pages contain information about this
location (e.g. name, facts, stories ... etc). Since the amount of information displayable on the device
is limited, automatic keyword extraction methods can be applied to help efficiently identify relevant
pieces of location information.

Searching the entire web can be computationally overwhelming, so we devise a hybrid image-and-
keyword searching technique. First, image-search is performed over images and links to their source
web pages in a database that indexes only a small fraction of the web. Then, relevant keywords on
these web pages are automatically identified and submitted to an existing text-based search engine
(e.g. Google) that indexes a much larger portion of the web. Finally, the resulting image set is filtered
to retain images close to the original query in terms of visual similarity. It is thus possible to
efficiently search hundreds of millions of images that are not only textually related but also visually
relevant.

Thesis Supervisor: Trevor Darrell
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Location-based information services offer many promising applications for mobile computing. For

example, in the scenario of location-based content delivery service, a mobile user can be informed a

list of restaurants nearby for a night of fine dining or the direction of the closest gas-station before

some strenuous car-pushing is needed. This kind of service is useful only if the location of the mobile

user can be automatically determined by the device.

Currently, many location recognition systems depend on radio or other signals (e.g., GPS, RFID

tags). Technically speaking, the performance of GPS is often limited in indoor environments where

the GPS satellite signal is greatly attenuated by the surrounding structures. RFID tags are suitable for

indoor environments but tag deployment and infrastructure setup can be very expensive. As far as

usability is concerned, these approaches are able to recover the current location but insufficient for

recognizing locations distant from a device's actual position (e.g., "Tell me about that building over

there."). There are no common or convenient means to make a pointing (deictic) gesture at a distant

location with existing mobile computing interface or location-based computing infrastructure. We

propose a new paradigm for such mobile image-based deixis, inspired by the growing popularity of

camera-phones/PDAs and leveraging the fact that taking a picture is a natural and intuitive gesture

for recording a location for all users who have ever taken a holiday snapshot.

The key idea is that with a camera phone, users can point at things by taking images, send images

wirelessly to a remote server and retrieve useful information by matching the images to a

multipurpose database such as the World Wide Web. Here we describe a scenario to illustrate an

instance of the general idea:

'Mary is visiting campusfor the first time ever. She is supposed to meet a friend at

'Kllian Court" She is uncertain if the buildng right infront is the 'Killian Court" She
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takes an image of the building and sends it to the server. This image is then used to search

the webforpages that also contain images of this building. The server returns the 5 most

relevant web pages. By browsing these pages, she finds the name 'Kiian Court" and

concludes that this is the right place."

An image-based approach can recognize locations distinct from a device's actual position. (e.g., "Tell

me about that building over there!", while taking a snapshot of the building.) We have found that

many landmarks and other prominent locations already have images on relevant web pages, so that

matching the mobile image to web documents can provide a reasonable location cue. We take images

of an unknown location from a mobile camera, send them to a server for processing, and return a set

of matching web pages.

The entire system consists of two major components: a client-side application running on the mobile

device, responsible for acquiring query images and displaying search results, and a server-side search

engine, equipped with a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) module to match images from the

mobile device to pages in a generic database (Figure 1-1).

What is this? . . m.

K illian C ourt 0 51 0

User CBIR System

Figure 1-1: Mobile Image-based Deixis - the client side application is running on the
phone the girl is holding (left), while complicated CBIR algorithms are running a
remote server.

However, content-based search over the entire web is a computationally prohibitive proposition.

Searching an image database on a scale similar to any commercial keyword-based image search

engine, such as Google which boasts a collection of 425 million images, remains a research challenge.

We propose a hybrid approach that can provide content-based image retrieval by combining both
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image-based and text-based search. We leverage the fact that there will be redundant landmark

images on the web and that search in a subset of the web will likely find a matching image.

Our approach is to first search a bootstrap set of images obtained by web-crawling a restricted

domain. The domain is selected based on the expected application, for example tourism-related sites

for a particular geographic location. To recover relevant pages across the fill web, we exploit a

keyword-based search followed by a content-based filtering step. Keywords are extracted from web

pages with matching images in the bootstrap set. Instead of running CBIR over hundreds of millions

of images, we only need to operate on a seed set of images and on the images returned from

keyword-based search.

This idea is illustrated in Figure 1-2, breaking down into four steps. In step 1, the user takes an image

with a camera phone, which is used as a query to find similar images from a small image database

using CBIR techniques. In step 2, keywords are automatically extracted. In step 3, extracted

keywords are sent to Google to find textually related images. In step 4, CBIR techniques are applied

once again to filter out visually irrelevant images.

Bootstrap Image Database

Figure 1-2: Image-and-keyword hybrid search.
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To date, image-based web searching has seen only limited application despite considerable research

effort in the area of content-based image retrieval (CBIR). Visual queries are hard to formulate on

the desktop; unlike keywords, a visual query may require the user to sketch [17] or select parameter

values for each low-level feature [21]. For recognizing real-world entities, searching with an actual

image seems ideal. The advent of a new generation of camera-equipped phones and PDAs provides

a unique platform for image-based web search.

In this thesis, we describe Image-based Deixis (IDeixis), an image-based approach to specifying

queries for finding location-based information. We first review related work in the literature. We then

describe in chapter 3 our approach to conducting image-based web search for fiding matching

location images for the purpose of location recognition. In chapter 4, we look into idea of using

automatically extracted keywords to implement a hybrid text-and-image search method. Then, the

thesis is concluded by offering a list of possible future works to extend the idea of image-based deixis

for recognizing locations.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Content-based Image Retrieval

As imaging devices such as cameras and scanners are made cheaper and more powerful and the

process of the digitalization of images is made easier than ever, the storage and archiving of a huge

quantity of images has become a common practice in many areas such as journalism, meteorology

and medicine. To be able to efficiently retrieve the desired images from any sizable image database is

essential for productivity. An automatic approach is preferred since manually going through a huge

collection of images is too time consuming. Therefore, an image search engine powered by fast

computers and smart algorithms can be a very useful tool.

Most commercially successful image search engines are text-based. Corbis features a private database

of millions of high-quality photographs or artworks that are manually tagged with keywords and

organized into categories [6]. Google has indexed more than 425 millions web pages and inferred

their content in the form of keywords by analyzing the text on the page adjacent to the image, the

image caption, and other text features [11]. In both cases, the image search engine searches for

images based on text keywords. Since the visual content of the image is ignored, images that are

visually unrelated can be returned in the search result. However, this approach has the advantage of

text search-semantically intuitive, fast, and comprehensive.

The alternative is to search images by image content. This is generally referred to as content-based

image retrieval (CBIR) and has been an ongoing research topic for many years. Although the

algorithms for analyzing image content in general run significantly slower than those for analyzing

text, the search result can exhibit stronger visual relevance; we can have greater confidence as to

whether the images retrieved fit the intended query. One of the first such systems was IBM's Query-
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By-Image-Content (QBIC) system [21]. It supported search by example images, user-drawn pictures,

or selected color and texture patterns, and was applied mainly to custom, special-purpose image

databases. In contrast, the Webseek system [28] searched generically on the World Wide Web for

images. This system incorporated both keyword-based and content-based techniques; the keyword

search returned a set of images among which users could further search by color histogram similarity

with relevance feedback. The Diogenes system used a similar bi-modal approach for searching

images of faces on the web [3]. A face detector operated as a screening process to filter out nonface

images from the set of initial images returned by a keyword-based query. Then, a face recognition

module processed the remaining images to identify particular faces. These systems have not been

applied to the task of recognizing locations from mobile imagery.

Describing what images to search can be tricky. QBIC lets users choose the relative weights of each

feature in determining image similarity. [17] allows users to sketch the outline of the image. [28]

features an interface to paint a color template for template-based image matching. However, these

systems failed to provide an intuitive interface. The correspondence between low-level parameter

values and high-level visual concept is not so obvious to ordinary users. Drawing can require too

much effort and artistic skill. One solution is the search-by-example approach. For example,

ImageRover presents the user with a set of starting images as examples and uses a "relevance

feedback" framework to refine the search iteratively based on what the user says about the relevance

of each image [27].

Due to the complexity typically involved in CBIR algorithms, there is a tradeoff between interactivity

and comprehensiveness. Many existing CBIR systems use simple nearest-neighbor techniques to find

matching images, which cannot scale to a large and comprehensive image database and still perform

fast enough to be interactive. Hierarchical indexing with Self-Organizing Maps [16] and related

techniques is possible, but the speed improvement is very limited. So far, practical CBIR systems

operate on a scale much smaller than their text-based counterparts. We were not aware of any CBIR

system that had gone beyond the million images mark in scale [16],[17],[28],[27],[3],[21].

2.2 Location Recognition

The notion of recognizing location from mobile imagery has a long history in the robotics

community, where navigation based on pre-established visual landmarks is a well-known technique.

The task of simultaneously localizing robot position and mapping the environment (SLAM) has
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received considerable attention [19]. Similar tasks have been addressed in the wearable computing

community, with the goal of determining the environment a user is walking through while carrying a

body-mounted camera [34].

Our approach to image-based location-recognition is closely related to efforts in the wearable-

computing and robotics literature on navigation and scene recognition. The wearable-museum

guiding system built by Starner and colleagues uses a head-mounted camera to record and analyze the

visitor's visual environment [30]. Computer vision techniques based on oriented edge histograms

were applied to recognize objects in the field of view. Based on the objects seen, the system estimates

the location in the museum and displays relevant information. The focus of this system was on

recalling prior knowledge of locations--which item is exhibited where-rather than finding new

information about locations. Torralba et al. generalized this type of technique and combined it with a

probabilistic model of temporal dynamics, so that information from a video sequence from a

wearable device could be used for mapping and navigation tasks [34]. In these robotics and wearable

computing systems, recognition was only possible in places where the system had physically been

before. In our system location-relevant information can be found from a single image of a novel

place.

2.3 Camera-equipped Mobile Devices

Camera-equipped mobile devices are becoming commonplace and have been used for a variety of

exploratory applications. The German AP-PDA project built an augmented reality system on

camera-equipped iPAQ to assist electricians in appliance repair [10]. Images of the problematic

appliance are taken, sent to a remote server for geometry-based model recognition, and finally

augmented with useful information pertinent to that particular model. At HP, mobile OCR

applications are being developed which use a pen-size camera to capture images of text for archiving

storage or machine translation [24J. FaceIT ARGUS is a commercial system that provides remote

face recognition to law enforcement agency on mobile devices [7]. Mobile image matching and

retrieval has been used by insurance and trading firms for remote item appraisal and verification with

a central database [4]. These systems are successful cases of information retrieval made possible by

camera-equipped mobile devices, but they require specific models (e.g. for appliances) and are unable

to perform generic matching of new images.
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2.4 Location-based Information Retrieval

There are already location information services offering on-line map (e.g. www.mapquest.com),

traffic reports, and marketing opportunities on mobile devices. An often-discussed commercial

application of location-based information is proximity-based coupon delivery. In a typical scenario, a

merchant is notified when a potential customer visits nearby a retail outlet, upon which the customer

can be delivered a coupon or offered a special promotional deal. The comMotion project [18]

extended this idea to allow user-side subscription-based and location-specific content delivery. The

GUIDE system was designed to provide city visitors location specific information customized to

their personal needs [5]. The identity of the location is provided by the underlying cell-based

communication infrastructure, which is also responsible for broadcasting relevant tourist

information.

In [5], Cheverst concluded that the ability to filter information based on location made such

electronic tour guide a very useful tool. However, care needed to be given when constraining the

scope of available information to a specific location. For example, some users reported frustration

when they were interested in something visible in the distance but were unable to find anything about

it in the tour guide because the available information was restricted to their current physical location.

In [14], Kaasinen examined the usage of location-based information through interviews. What he

found was that even if new technologies, such as GPS, can somewhat reliably provide users with

their current location, the real need for location-based information often goes beyond merely an

answer to "where am I". For instance, a GPS-enabled mobile Yellow Page might tell users a list of

nearby restaurants but users realized they would want to know more, such as menus and reviews.

This study highlighted the need for more comprehensive services in terms of geographic coverage,

variety (number of services offered) and depth (amount of information available).
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Chapter 3

Image-based Location Recognition

Web authors tend to include semantically related text and images on web pages. Thus, there exists a

high correlation between semantic relevancy and spatial proximity that can be exploited on the web;

pieces of knowledge close together in cyberspace tend to be also mutually relevant in meaning [2]. To

find information about a well-known landmark, we can thus find web pages with images which

match the image of the current location, and analyze the surrounding text. Using this approach, the

location-recognition problem can be cast as a CBIR problem - if methods can be found to match

mobile images to the web despite time, pose, and weather variation, it can serve as a useful tool for

mobile web search (and in the particular application we consider here, location-based computing.)

Given an image taken with a camera phone, similar images can be found on the web. Relevant

keywords can be found in the surrounding text and used directly as a location context cue, or used

for further interactive browsing to find relevant information resources. A very attractive property of

this method is that it requires no special-purpose communications infrastructure or prior location

database, and that from a user-interface perspective users can specify nearby locations with a very

natural interface action-taking a picture of the intended place.

The aforementioned benefit does not come without any difficulty. CBIR systems with decent

retrieval performance often involve complex image matching algorithms. They might run into

problem with scalability when a very large number of images need to be considered. Matching

against the millions of images on the web in real-time is currently computationally infeasible.

Therefore, we can device a hybrid keyword-and-image query system where we effectively implement

CBIR over the entire 425 million images without having to apply a content-based metric on every

single image. Such a hybrid design benefits from both the power of keyword-based search (speed and

comprehensiveness) and image-based search (visual relevancy).
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We leverage an existing keyword-based image search engine, Google, which has indexed more than

425 millions images. We extract keywords from web pages found in a content-based search in a

bootstrap database, and use these keywords on Google to search its larger database of images for

images we want. Recall that one shortcoming of keyword-based search is the existence of visually

unrelated images in the result set. To overcome this, we apply a filtering step, where we run CBIR on

this small set of images to identify visually related images. In this way we retrieve images that are not

only visually relevant but also textually related. In this chapter, we discuss in details several

components involved in this approach to carrying out image-based web search.

3.1 Image Matching Metrics

Having the right feature set and image representation is very crucial for building a successful CBIR

system. The performance of general object matching in CBIR systems is far from perfect; image

segmentation and viewpoint variation are significant problems. Fortunately, findig images of

landmarks requires analysis over the entire image, making general image segmentation unnecessary.

(A simpler, robust filtering step can remove small regions with foreground objects: this is easier than

segmenting a small or medium sized object from a large image). Also, users ask about a location most

likely because they are physically there and there are a much smaller number of physically common

viewpoints of prominent landmarks than in the entire viewsphere of a common object.

Consequently, the simplicity of recognizing location images naturally makes it an attractive test-bed

to test the idea of an image-and-text hybrid search approach.

We have experimented with three image-matching metrics on the task of matching mobile location

images to images on the World Wide Web. The simple color histogram is first used as the

preliminary study. Then, we adopt the metrics described in [23] and [34], originally developed for

image-based location recognition applications in robotics and wearable computing, to fit our specific

purpose of retrieving similar landmark images from the web.

3.1.1 Color Histogram

Techniques based on global color histogram have advantages of simplicity and insensitivity to scale

and orientation. The application of color histogram to related areas such as image indexing and

retrieval has been shown to have good results [31]. To match images, we compute the color

histogram over the entire image database. Then, given a query image, we simply compute its color

histogram and find images in the database whose color histograms are most similar to that of the

query image. Similarity can be measured as the Euclidean distance between two color histograms
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expressed as vectors. This is perhaps the most naive method. Being a global metric, it is insensitive to

orientation and scale. But it is sensitive to illumination variation.

Not too surprisingly, color histogram is not discriminative enough to achieve a reasonable

performance. The image domain in our application is images that contain landmarks, which typically

consist of man-made structures against certain natural background. Intuitively, the structural

information should be important for telling different landmarks apart. Pure global color histogram

completely ignores such local structural information.

3.1.2 Energy Spectrum

Energy spectrum is a more advanced metric based on the work in [23]. It is the squared magnitude of

the Fourier transform of an image. It contains unlocalized information about the image structure.

This type of representation was demonstrated by [34] to be invariant to object arrangement and

object identities. The energy spectrum of a scene image stays fairly constant despite the presence of

minor changes in local configuration. For instance, different placements of people in front of a

building should not affect its image representation too dramatically. Several previous studies can be

seen to exploit energy spectrum in simple classification tasks [12].

In more detail, to compute the energy spectrum ES of an image i, we first compute the discrete

Fourier transform (DFT) of an image:

N-1

I(ff, f,) = J i(x, y)h(x,y)e- 2 (fxx+Yy) Aff, f, )ej(fx'fy)
x,V=O

The i(x, y) term in the intensity distribution of an image along two axis x andy. The spatial

frequency is represented byf, andfy. h(xy) is a circular Hanning window to reduce boundary effects.

The resulting sum I(fx, f,) has a complex form, which can be decomposed into two real terms:

A(ff, fy) and CD(fx, f,). The former is the amplitude spectrum of the image and the later is the

phase function of the Fourier transform.

The information contained in the phase function CD(ff , f,) is relative to the local properties of the

image such as the form and the position of image components [20]. The amplitude spectrum

A(ff, f,) on the other hand represents the spatial frequencies spread everywhere in the image. In

effect, it embeds unlocalized information about the image structure such as orientation, smoothness,
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length and width of the contours that compose the scene picture. Finally, we square A(f,, f,) to

obtain an absolute value to represent the energy spectrum for image i.

ES(i) = 4(f, f,)2 12

3.1.3 Scene-context Feature

The second metric is based on wavelet decompositions. Local texture features are represented as

wavelets computed by filtering each image with steerable pyramids [9] with 6 orientations and 2

scales to its intensity (grayscale) image. Since this gives us only the local representation of the image,

we take the mean values of the magnitude of the local features averaged over large windows to

capture the global image properties.

For a given image i, its local representation contains sub-bands A,, is computed by convolving the

image with the filter G oriented at each angle O6.

s(i) = G(0j) * I

We use the second-derivative of Gaussian for G and X-Y separable basis filters to synthesize G at an

arbitrary angle. The basis filters are:

Ga = 0.9213(2x 2 _ 1)(X- 2) , Gb =l.843xye- +Y) , Ga = 0.9213(2y 2 _1)e(X+Y2

To rotate G along to an angle 6,, we compute the following:

G(0j) = (COS 2 (G)Ga - 2 cos(j)sin(,)Gb + sin 2 (j)G,

This is computed over two different scales: 75 by 75 and 150 by 150. Therefore, a total number of

sub-bands is 12.

Global characteristics of the image is captured by computing the mean value of the magnitude of the

local features averaged over large spatial regions:

m(x) = | A(i) I -w(x'-x)
X,
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where w(x) is the averaging window. The final representation combines both global and local

features and is downsampled to have a spatial resolution of 4 by 4 pixels. Thus, the dimensionality of

m(x) is 4 X4 X12 = 96.

3.2 Finding Matching Images

Given a query mobile image of some landmark, similar images can be retrieved by finding the k

nearest neighbors in terms of the Mahalanobis distance between two feature vectors computed using

the selected metric. However, the high dimensionality (d) of the feature involved in the metric can be

problematic. To reduce the dimensionality, we computed principal components (PCs) over a large

number of landmark images on the web. Then, each feature vector can be projected onto the first n

principal components. Typically, n << d. The final feature vector will be the n coefficients of the

principal components.

3.3 Experiments and Results

We built our prototype on a Nokia 3650 phone taking advantage of its built-in camera (640x480

resolution) and the support for Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), using C++ on Symbian OS

[32]. To initiate a query, the user points the camera at the target location and takes an image of that

location, which is sent to a server via MNIS.

We designed our system with an interactive browsing framework, to match users' expectations based

on existing web search systems. For each query image, the search result contains the 16 most

relevant candidate images for the location indicated by the query image. Selecting a candidate image

brings up the associated web page. The user can browse this page to see if there is any useful

information (Figure 3-1).

To evaluate whether CBIR can match location images from mobile devices to the pages on the web,

we construct an image database consisting of 12,000 web images collected from the mit . edu

domain by a web crawler. Test query images were obtained by asking student volunteers to take a

total of 50 images from each of three selected locations: Great Dome, Green Building and Simmons

Hall. Images were collected on different days and with somewhat different weather conditions

(sunny/cloudy); users were not instructed to use any particular viewpoint when capturing the images.
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Snap Select Browse

Figure 3-1: A walkthrough of the first prototype. User snaps an image to send as
query (left). The result is displayed as a thumbnail mosaic (center). Selecting
thumbnail image brings up a source webpage for browsing (right).

To find similar landmark images, it would not be useful to search images that do not contain any

landmark (e.g. faces, animals, or logos). Thus, an image classifier was used to classify these 33,000

images as landmark or non-landmark. The non-landmark images were then removed from the

database to reduce the search-space to 2000+ images. The image classifier was trained using a

method similar to [33] that was demonstrated successfully in classifying indoor-outdoor images by

examining color and texture characteristics

The same volunteers were then asked to evaluate the performance of these algorithms. For each test

query, the search result consisted of the 16 closest images in the database to the query image using

the selected distance measure (color histogram or Fourier transform). Each candidate image was

evaluated to be relevant if it was pertinent to the same location as the query image, or similar if it

belonged to a different location but exhibited similar characteristics as the query image.

Unfortunately, the underlying MMS-based communication infrastructure had in practice an average

turnaround time of 25sec, which required much patience of the user. We expect as MMS becomes

more popular, with better technology implemented by wireless service carriers, the turnaround time

can be drastically improved. We are also currently exploring image compression methods and better

network protocols to improve interactive performance.
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Figure 3-2 summarizes the performance we obtained from the tested image matching metrics; on

average each image in the top 16 was relevant over 1/3 of the time, which is encouraging given the

simplicity of our CBIR techniques. Even with such a relatively low individual relevance rate it is very

likely that a user will find a relevant match interactively on the first result screen. Users can quickly

discount the approximately 1/3 of images which are irrelevant and not visually similar. Figure 3-3

shows the percentage of time a relevant image appears on the first page. Since there were an

approximately equal number of relevant and similar images, we would expect that after browsing at

most two or three links from the initial screen a relevant page would be found.
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Figure 3-2: Average performance of three distance metrics presented in percentage of
candidate images that are relevant or similar over the entire set of 150 test images.
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Figure 3-3: Average retrieval success for each distance metric shown in percentages
of 150 test attempts that returned at least some relevant images on the first page of
candidate images.
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Chapter 4

Keywords Bootstrapping

In chapter 3, we saw how matching images for a location can be retrieved from an image database.

From a set of candidate images, users can follow the backward links to the source webpages of these

matching images to find useful information. However, it is only first part of the story. To recognize

place, one has to acquire relevant knowledge of the location in more tangible, such as a set of

keywords suggesting the identity of the location. This implies that the content of the web pages need

to be examined. Besides helping users recognize the location, these keywords can be submitted to a

text-based image search engine such as Google to take advantage of its vast image database. More

images about the location can be returned; potentially, they can lead us to more information about

the location. Here, we switch the platform to T-Mobile Sidekick device to develop our prototype.

The first step is to capture and send an image of the location (Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2).

Figure 4-1: A user points the camera at a building and captures an image.
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Figure 4-2: From the photo gallery the user can pick a query image (left) and send it
to server (right). In this case, the trasmission method is through e-mail sent to a
designated address.

4.1 Keyword Extraction

Relevant matches represent the actual location, but the content of the underlying web page can be

variable (Figure 4-3). After a set of matching web pages are presented to the user in the query result,

the user needs to verify whether any of the pages actually contains the information he or she is

seeking. Recognizing the location in this context can as simple as identifying the name of the place or

as involving as knowing interesting facts and stories about this place. One has to read the content of

the page in order to determine the existence of such relevant information. A search is considered a

success only if such information can be found. However, browsing web pages on a small screen can

be cumbersome. The amount of information that can be displayed to the user is very limited by the

relatively small screen size seen in most mobile devices on the market. With automatic text extraction

techniques, a condensed version of the entire page can be derived either in the form of a short

summarizing paragraph or a set of keywords. The amount of information is reduced to a more

manageable manner; less cognitive effort is required of the user to identify relevant information.
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The famous MIT Great Dome, site of many MIT
hacks

10 (1 Neat Club Event !!
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Here are scone patcre fi hum imy new hoime.
Click on the thunimbnails to see the wvhole irnage.
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Figure 4-3: Some examples of found webpages: (1) MIT Gallery of Hacks, (2) MIT
Club of Cape Cod's official website, (3) Someone's picture gallery, and (4) Someone's
guide on Boston.

Simple word count is sometimes sufficient for document overview. In this simplest method, we

extract the k most frequent terms in a set of documents. Since names of locations often take the

form of bi-grams or tri-grams, we also look for n-grams made up of the k most frequent unigrams

(Figure 4-4).
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Unigram Freq Bigram Freq

MIT 128 foundation 3

story 59 relations 2

engineering 33 MIT dome 2

kruckmeyer 29 da lucha 2

boston 28 view realvideo 2

Figure 4-4: Unigram and bigram frequency in the result of a sample query.

To be more sophisticated, a word can be considered a keyword if it is repeated several times in the

document (high local frequency) and if it is normally infrequent (low global frequency). One simple

estimate of the global frequency of a word w is the number of pages Google returns when a search

on w is performed. We also use AQUAINT unigram dataset collected from approximately 1 million

news articles, which contains 1.7 million unique tokens. This method is commonly known as ffidf

(term frequency inverse document frequency)[251.

A number of simple heuristics are also used. First, we use a simple stop list that filters words and

nouns that are obviously useless (e.g. HTML tags). Second, we pay attention to capitalized words

since location names are usually written in capital letters. Third, some words might bear meanings

strongly suggestive of locations, such as "building" and "town." We can device a simple grammar

rule: whenever the word "building" is encountered, check if the word before has the first letter

capitalized. This allows us to identify names such as "Green Building."

A set of keywords can be discovered in this way and scores based on frequency and application-

specific heuristics can be assigned. We then pick the top n keywords to be returned to the user for

review (Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5: Search result. In this case,
the result is contained in an email sent
back to the user. It contains a set of
extracted keywords as well as a list of
relevant URLs.
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4.2 Keyword Bootstrapping Image Search

Having uncovered a set of keywords, the users can use them to search Google either for more web

pages or images. Searching for more web pages allows us to find other web pages that might share

conceptual similarity with the query image but do not contain any similar image. These web pages

would not have been found otherwise if only the pure image-based search were employed. This has

the flavor of a hybrid approach combing both image-based and text-based search for images. We

make use the observation that there will be redundant landmark images on the web and that search in

a subset of the web will likely find a matching image.

Figure 4-6: A user can select a subset of keywords to search on Google (eft). Google

can return a list of relevant URLs for the search keywords "MIT DOME" (right).

4.3 Content-based Filtering

Searching for more images using Google might return many visually unrelated images. Therefore, we

apply a CBIR filter step to the result and keep only those images visually close to the query image

under the same matching metric. Also, we can do a bottom-up, opportunistic clustering technique

that iteratively merges data points to uncover visually coherent groups of images. Initially, each image

is considered as a point in the feature space. First, we compute the distance between every pair of

points. We then find the two closest pair of images and merge them into a cluster. Only when the

distance is below a certain threshold are two points combined. These two points are removed. Their

average are computed and added to the set. Another round of merging then proceeds. We repeat this

process until no pair of points is close enough to be merged. If a group is reasonably large, it means

the images in this group represent some potentially significant common concept
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Query Image: Keywords:

MIT DOME

Google Images

Sorted by Distance to the Query Imi

Clustered by Visual Similarity ( 4 clusters, 11 images
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Query Image:

Google Images

Keywords:

MIT GREEN BUILDING

I
Sorted by Distance to the Query Image

Clustered by Visual Similarity ( 5 clusters, 12 images)

I Ii
Figure 4-7: Content-based filtering the search result.

Two examples are shown in Figure 4-7. The keywords are selected by the user from the k best

keywords suggested by the automatic keyword extraction module. They are submitted to Google to

retrieve a set of images that are textually relevant but not quite visually similar. The distance metric

between the query image and each Google image is computed. We sort the result by distance in

increasing order. Alternatively, visually similar images in the Google set can be clustered. Some of the

images are left out of any cluster because they are too distinct.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a new image-based paradigm for location-aware computing in which users select a

desired place by taking a photograph of the location. Relevant web pages are found using automatic

image-search on the web or other large database. In contrast to conventional approaches to location

detection, our method can refer to distant locations and does not require any physical infrastructure

beyond mobile Internet service.

While we have demonstrated the success of several CBIR techniques for our IDeixis system, it

remains a topic of ongoing research to find the optimal algorithm to support searching the web with

images acquired by camera-equipped mobile devices. We are exploring machine learning techniques

which can adaptively find the best distance metric in a particular landmark domain. Additional study

is needed to evaluate the performance of mobile CBIR with a range of different camera systems, and

under a wider range of weather conditions (e.g., we did not consider snow in our studies to date.)

Currently the cameras on our prototypes have a fixed focal length and there is no simple way to

specify a very distant location that occupies a small field of view in the viewfinder. We plan to

augment our interface with a digital zoom function to overcome this, and/or use camera phones with

adjustable zoom lenses when they become available.

As discussed earlier, even with image-based search of location-based information, additional context

will be needed for some specific searches. A human-voice driven input module is the most attractive

option since we envision such system will materialize in camera phones in the future, making

possible for users to specify exactly what they want to know about this location (e.g. "Show me a

directory of this building!").
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Moreover, it is likely that mobile devices in the near future will incorporate both camera technology

as well as GPS technology, and that geographic information of some form may become a common

meta-data tag on certain web homepages. Given these, we could easily deploy a hybrid system,

which would restrict image matching to pages that refer to a limited geographic region, dramatically

reducing the search complexity of the image matching stage and presumably improving performance.

Further study is needed to evaluate the usability of the overall method in various contexts beyond

tourist and travel information browsing, including how to best present browsing interfaces for

particular search tasks.
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